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Melodv of Darkness
}{ere, deep wttlttn tlte belb1 of tlte cave past Its vawntng mouth
and gurgling throat 1 can sense Oztotl
all around me.
Was that a wind,
or ltts breath that just stirred mv lamp!
Tlte darkness Is Insatiable,
swallowing up
tlte offering of light 1 throw to It,
and guarding Its chtldren.
'Perhaps
we were not meant to see
tAts passage.
Ctgltts out and alone,
the stillness wraps around me:
a blanket to protect me
from the reaching fingers
of tlte cave's eternal night.
Vet 1 can hear life
dripping from everv pore of the rock,
birth and growth in everv moment.
If these treasures are meant to be hidden,
It Is best, then, that Oztotl be left
to sentrv In peace
and make man watch his steplte has done enough damage to the outside
of tlte earth, without spoiling what Is In ft.
- .Amv Jasek
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The Texas Speleological Association
and What it Should Be ...
Being an Epiphany of Sorts
Resulting from a Lot of Talk and Cogitation
6y (jif! t£tfiger

The Texas Speleological Association is not what you
think it is. On the surface it appears to be a club. The
present constitution says it's an "organization," but leaves it
at that. The early constitutions said that "All persons living
in the state who were interested in speleology . . . were
considered members of the TSA." What the TSA is today is
a far cry from that! What it is, in fact, is a subscription
organization to The Texas Caver. If you don't subscribe, you
aren't a member! Sorry, that's the way it is! But it doesn't
have to be that way forever. In order that we might change
that, the rest of this article will defer to the concept of the
TSA as presented in the earlier constitutions.
Bear in mind that no caver in Texas really needs the
TSA. There are enough caves around that you could go
solo caving the rest of your life and never have anything to
do with caving organizations. But your caving career
certainly would not have the advantage of access to cave
information, cavers, and a resultant larger number of caves.
TSA was created to provide cavers with that extra
advantage.
What the TSA really is, or should be, is an Association
of all the Speleological entities in the state of Texas. Fairly
basic concept, don't you think? The primary entity is the
individual caver. I suspect there are 1500 to 2000 of those
entities in the state. They have one thing in common--an
interest in caves and caving. Those cavers, together and
separately, form the basis of the TSA, whether they know it
or not. In order to pursue their common interest, they have
created several other entities--mechanisms to achieve special
objectives. Grottos are one example. The Texas Caver is
another. These entities have not always been well planned
or successfully executed, but a need was seen, form followed
function, and, like Topsy, they "just growed." Their
usefulness, their relationships to each other, and their
places within the Texas caving community have not always
been obvious, understood, or even considered. The purpose
of this paper is to put the various entities into perspective in
order to determine what the TSA really is--or should be.
Your attention is directed to the accompanying drawing
showing the many entities that make up the Texas
Speleological Association. Take a minute to look at it
before we begin. I'll wait. Notice especially the arrows.
They represent lines of communication between the various
entities. There are actually many more than I have shown
or can show.
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Disregarding the rectangle at the top of the drawing,
notice the large outside circle. It is labeled, ''This circle
represents all cavers in Texas--even if they don't know the
TSA exists." Those cavers are the members of the TSA-pure and simple. Every dog-gone caver in the state! All of
'em! They are all the members and they are the only
members. And all they need to do is communicate with
each other to be an association. There, my fellow cavers,
lies the very heart and soul of the TSA: communication!
The underlying purpose of the Texas Speleological
Association is to provide a mechanism by which the cavers
of Texas can communicate amongst themselves in order to
improve their chances in the pursuit of caving happiness.
That's the bottom line. It's the only real reason cavers need
to associate with each other. So, we can say that the
purpose of the TSA is communication. We're talking about
the Association itself, not the Board of Governors! If you
look closely, you will see that every entity within the TSA is
designed, purposely or haphazardly, as a communication
tool to accomplish some purpose useful to us as cavers·~
Some are special interest entities, others are for the benefit
of everyone. The TSA BOG's job should be to facilitate
and coordinate communication between the entities. Let us
now look at the various entities of the Texas Speleological
Association to see how they affect and effect all this
communication.
The BOG
For maximum effectiveness in a volunteer organization
fraught with lethargy and procrastination, some means of
coordination is needed for the various activities. The idea
is that everybody communicate on a similar level--that some
semblance of order is maintained--so that our actions and
transitions don't upset the already precarious situation that ·
our inattention has created. That job should fall upon the
Board of Governors (BOG). In the past, the BOG has
acted more as a Board of Directors of a corporation or
other business.
I think that that has led to some
misconceptions about both our purpose and our power.
The BOG is not the TSA! It should be an entity which
helps facilitate the purposes of the TSA. With a few
notable exceptions, the TSA BOG has been little more than
a recreational activity for those who have chosen to play.
Believe me; I know the difference. It is not my intention to
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burst any baBoons (or maybe it actuaiJy is), but a careful
perusal of the Minutes of the BOG (or the Board) will
show that most of what was voted on was BOG matters, not
caving related business.
It is my opinion that the TSA BOG should operate not
under the restrictions of a constitution and rules, but from a
philosophy and general concept of why we even have a
TSA, or a BOG for that matter. That philosophy is,
basically, the same as our true purpose--to provide a
mechanism by which the cavers of Texas can communicate
amongst themselves in order to improve their chances in
the pursuit of caving happiness. Those rather selfish goals
are actually supplemented and better defined by the several,
more socially acceptable purposes: "to promote interest in
and to advance in any and all ways the study and science of
speleology, the protection of caves and their natural
contents, and to promote fellowship among those interested
therein." We will see that the various special interest
entities attach themselves to one or more of these more
specific purposes. While the word "communicate" does not
appear in the second statement, it is inherently implied, as
all of those purposes are meaningless without it.
The BOG should serve to coordinate the activities of
special interest entities so that each can be more effective in
its own capacity. The BOG should strive to avoid setting
policy or making rules and regulations for they tend to stifle
creativity and antagonize people. Instead, the Board should
try to determine the objectives of any proposed actions
toward accomplishing our goals, to perceive their impact
both good and bad, and to arrive at a general consensus of
how each entity can best work toward those ends. A
co nsensus of the Board and the reasons for it should then
be issued and published as guidelines to follow in making
decisions. Guidelines are flexible enough to be adapted to
fit most situations. Rules are not and so tend to be ignored
altogether. Policies are just rules made by idiots who
believe that people can't think for themselves. Guidelines
show a respect for a person's intellect and provide a group
consensus around which cavers can develop compatible
solutions to unique problems.
Later, I will have a
suggestion for the makeup of the BOG.
Publications
Publications are the heart of cheap, effective
communication with large groups of widely dispersed cavers.
Since communication is the only real service the TSA as an
orga ni za tion can provide to its members to effect
organization, it would seem that providing and maintaining
good and effective publications should be a major goal.
Fortunately, the TSA already has in place two publications
designed specifically to communicate with Texas cavers.
They are Th e Texas Caver and the TSA Newsletter. What
they lack now in effectiveness is due mostly to the poorly
understood needs and purposes of the TSA to coordinate
and co mmunicate. It is not necessarily due to a lack of
c(fort, enthusiasm, or ability on the part of the editors.
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The TSA Newsletter is our mechanism for informing
Texas cavers of upcoming events so they can join in on
explorations, projects, meetings, or other activities. It can
announce conservation alerts, pending state or federal
legislation, or other last minute situations which cavers need
to know about. It has not yet begun to be utilized by all
cavers as their direct link to other cavers, so its full
potential is yet to be realized.
The Texas Caver deals with information that is not time
sensitive. It is currently in a transition stage; but if only
half of what I want to do actually happens, it will turn into
a very interesting and useful publication.
There are
presently two editors putting out a total of four issues per
year.
What I envision is a Publications Committee made up
of the three editors and at least three other cavers. Their
job is to set subscription rates, publication schedules, and
formats for the publications. The non-editor members will
also raise money through outside sources such as raffles,
contests, sale of back issues and other publications (the
TSA Bookstore), and advertising. They will also solicit
material. This committee will have an adjunct member in
each Grotto and organization (such as the TSS) called a
Publications Correspondent whose specific job will be to
write reports for the Grotto News Column and to button
hole cavers into writing Trip Reports, Cave Reports, and
major articles for The Texas Caver. They will also report
future Grotto trips and activities to the TSA Newsletter. It is
a correspondent's job to push and sell TSA and NSS
memberships and Texas Caver subscriptions.
The TSA Newsletter will be copied by the correspondent
and handed out at Grotto meetings to cavers who do not
get it through the ma:il. The Grottos are the base level
recruitment and training grounds for all organized caving,
including safety and conservation. They are where new
cavers are generated. These new and unaffiliated cavers
are the ones we are targeting, and this may be enough
incentive for them to join TSA. This is the point at which
we begin to communicate with them. This grass roots level
is where the future of the TSA begins. It is the level which
determines how good and what kind of caver a person will
be, or even if they will be one. And this is the very reason
that the Newsletter must receive the widest distribution
possible and, for aiJ practical purposes, be distributed freely.
The Texas Caver will become a highly formatted
subscription publication.
It will contain several
departments as weiJ as feature articles and special reports.
Some examples of regular columns are: Grotto News, News
& Notes (state, national, and international caving
headlines), Chairman's Column, Letters, Cave Reports,
Project Reports, Caver of the Month, Interviews, TSS Cave
Descriptions, TCRC Activity Report, and TCMA Update.
Articles include: features cave, BOG Minutes, NSS & TSA
Convention coverage, Cavers' Reunion photographs,
equipment & techniques and articles. Under the direction
of the Publications Committee, regular or special reporters
will be assigned to all of these areas to produce useful and
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interesting material to fill the Caver's pages. Often a
paragraph or two is all that's required. All the editor has to
do is edit and organize the stuff, not create it.
The Other Organizations
On the drawing, you will find four autonomous
organizations within the TSA, operated by and for Texas
cavers. Because of the unique and valuable service they
provide Texas cavers each of these should have a voting
delegate on the BOG.
The Texas Speleological Survey solicits and maintains
information on Texas Caves. The TSS publishes bulletins
on specific caves or caving areas. It maintains the TSA
Library, a photo file, many maps, and other cave data
available to Texas cavers. Identification of cave related
biological specimens is also provided by TSS staff members.
They can review technical papers. The cataloging and
safeguarding of cave information for communication to
cavers is their reason for being.
The Texas Cave Management Association is a
membership organization that acquires or controls caves by
lease, contract, or purchase, usually for the purpose of
protecting the cave or its contents from harm or
destruction, often providing caver access to a cave that
would otherwise be lost. It also serves an educational
function. Its membership and caves both come from Texas.
The Texas Cave Rescue Committee currently does little
more than maintain a call down list of cavers who may be
called in the event of a rescue. They also issue cards with
the Cave Rescue phone number. I would like to see this
committee do significantly more than that. Most counties in
Texas now have Emergency Response Teams. A lot of
those teams don't know or care that we exist. It should be
the TCRC's job to communicate with those people. Due to
state law and the nature of the basic rescue organization,
they are required and expected to respond to any
emergency--including caving incidents, whether real or
imagined. The caving environment is a foreign world to
most emergency personnel. Many have an abject fear of
caves. While they are qualified medical technicians, most
are not sufficiently aware of the special and dangerous
conditions of cave rescues. In cooperation with the state
emergency response coordinating group, the TCRC should
develop a series of presentations and practical exercises.
The purpose of the program is to obtain recognition of
cavers as competent specialists within the organized rescue
network and to make rescue units aware of how cavers can
help them. Working with the state organization, the TCRC
would prepare operating procedures and brochures, publish
articles in their statewide magazine about cave rescues,
which should always include cavers as members of the initial
si tuation assessment team and emphasize the importance of
cavers as team members for underground assessment and
rescue procedures. The committee would then pursue an
active program of contacting Sheriffs' Departments and
EMS organizations in all cave counties to try to develop a
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training program and working agreement whereby cavers
are both trusted and included in those emergency units
when a cave incident occurs. EMTs can handle the medical
aspects of the situation and cavers can act as guides and
make decisions about cave related matters. There's more;
but those are the basics.
The Texas Cavers' Reunion is a party. It is designed to
trick otherwise independent Texas cavers and Grotto
members into intermingling with one another. The purpose
is to increase networking, since that is the base level of
communication. And, remember, communication is what
this is all about. Games, barbecue, and music are just ways
to make people talk to each other. If you camp and hang
out with your usual club or group of cavers, you are
defeating the purpose. Cavers should wear their name tags
and try to meet new cavers. We should have games and
contests with teams made up of members of different
Grottos. Each Grotto should have a TCR Coordinator who
encourages members to attend TCR and to train and
participate in the various contests and other events held at
TCR. A photographer and reporter should be assigned to
see that the Caver gets good coverage of the event.
Other Entities
Cave Projects, either special ones such as the annual
TSA Labor Day Project, to be reinstituted this year, or
ongoing projects such as the Colorado Bend and Powell's
Cave Projects are designed to collect information about
caves and to get people together for fellowship and training.
These projects are the prime training grounds where new
cavers get to meet and associate with older cavers to learn
different caving techniques and how to survey, and to
broaden their caving horizons. These projects also produce
cave data for the TSS and result in articles for The Texas
Caver. And they enable cavers to interact to some extent
with the public--landowners, locals, etc. That is a valuable
form of communication if we are to find new caves. I
suggest that each project have a reporter to supply articles
to The Texas Caver and periodic news releases to the local
newspapers about the purpose and progress of the project.
Many new cave leads will be generated, and a few local
cavers will be attracted to caving. Ongoing projects should
probably be allowed a voting delegate at the BOG, but
maybe not.
The annual TSA Convention is actually a technical
caving information session. It is designed to let cavers
communicate, live reports, as opposed to written ones,
about cave discoveries and exploration, techniques and
equipment, cave science, and trips to exotic caves and
countries. Cavers can talk to each other and ask questions.
There is also supposed to be a Photo Salon with both slides
and prints. There is usually a BOG meeting, a banquet,
and partying around a fire at the campground This is a
good place for meetings of the minds, new people, and
various parts of the body. The convention date should be
announced about three months before the event, with
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subsequent updates containing the location and general
schedule. A voluntary service fee of $1 to $3 above the set
up costs should be collected from all attendees at the
convention and all other TSA activities, including projects,
BOG meetings, etc.
The individual Grottos and other caving clubs are the
springs from which new cavers flow. Grottos are the
recruitment centers, the training grounds, the information
sources, and the gathering spots for most of the cavers that
make up the TSA. They are the flags 'round which local
cavers rally. The Grotto is where most cavers are
introduced to the greater world of caving, which includes
the TSA, the NSS, and other groups. Their efforts should
receive as much help and encouragement from the TSA as
possible. In this regard, I suggest that the TSA BOG make
a special effort to work with the Grottos toward interesting
new cavers in TSA activities. In the new organization, each
Grotto should elect or appoint a voting delegate (or 2) and
an alternate to the BOG. The delegate will be responsible
for encouraging grotto participation in the TSA, and vice
versa. A publications correspondent in each Grotto will
assure that each member gets a TSA Newsletter each month
and is encouraged to subscribe to The Texas Caver.
Cavers are, of course, the very basis of Texas caving.
Cavers are the TSA and the TSA couldn't exist without
cavers. Providing the means to communicate with and
between all those cavers is the most important, if not the
only, service the TSA can offer. Everything else that
individual cavers, Grottos, or the TSA do is dependent on
how good that communication is.
And the cavers
themselves are the senders and receivers of the
communication. The TSA BOG should be formed and
empowered primarily to facilitate that communication, the
ultimate goal of which is more and better caves, well
informed cavers, improved methods and equipment, and an
enlightened public, all for our own personal caving
enjoyment. Cavers are our power--our work force--and
must be communicated with if that power is to be used to
its potential.
The TSA Database is the vehicle that binds all cavers,
these Grottos, special interest organizations, and projects
into a more or less cohesive mass we call the Texas
Speleological Association. It is the only place they all come
together in one place at one time. The Database is a list of
all the entities that make up the TSA. It is by means of this
list that virtually all except familiar communication is
accomplished or instigated. It contains information such as
a caver names, addresses, and phone numbers, Grotto
affiliations, their affiliations with other caving organizations
including the NSS, Texas Caver subscription TSA dues,
various awards, project participation, etc. Mailing labels are
produced for the TSA Newsletter, The Texas Caver, Cavers'
Reunion, and other mailings. The database is used to
produce the annual TSA Members' Manual so that cavers
can find and communicate with other cavers.
The
Members' Manual is a listing of all the Texas cavers we
know about. It contains information on each Texas Grotto
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and the other TSA organizations and publications. In the
future, the database will maintain the TSA Electronic
Bulletin Board, accessible by computer modem. Cavers can
access the TSA mailing list to make inquiries, or changes or
additions. In addition to the Mailing List, a calendar for
the next 12 months will be posted so that any caver can
insert a cave trip or activity announcement for that date.
You can not only look for something to do on a certain
date, but you can see if there are any major conflicts when
planning a trip or Grotto project. There will be a bulletin
board for general messages, as well. The TSA database will
be maintained by a standing committee of interested users.
Back to the BOG
The TSA Board of Governors will be tasked with
coordinating all of these organizations, services, and
activities. Its job is to set guidelines (please don't call them
policy) for operating (such things as the Publications
Committee) or cooperating (such as between the
autonomous organizations) within the TSA, coordinate
dates and activities to avoid conflict, create and direct
committees, appoint or approve various people to get things
done (such as project directors), and oversee the general
flow of things toward a common goal. The BOG can also
receive and disperse funds and property, both real and
personal. They can set fees and schedules, and they can
hold and set procedures and requirements for election of
officers and other board members, or their appointment.
Rather than being bound by fixed rules, the BOG should be
empowered to guide or lead the TSA's various entities
toward a common goal, without taking itself too seriously or
making demands as if it were an all-powerful board It
would be best to think of it mostly as an advisory council,
with some responsibility to conduct a little business thrown
in. This is not a factory. It is an organization of marginally
organized volunteer cavers. It will do a disservice to
everyone involved should we become too aggressive in
governing.
The BOG should designate a committee to create and
maintain a TSA Operations Manual for all officers, board
members, committees, and other cavers (such as
Publications Correspondent) who do things within the TSA.
It should contain general job descriptions, suggested
operating procedures, explain the services rendered by the
various organizations (such as the TSS), tell how they are
organized, and give some idea of their relationships with all
the other entities of the TSA. It should also contain a brief
history of the TSA, why it was formed, and a very serious
section on the BOG's function within the TSA and what the
BOG is and what it is not! And, of course, why.
I foresee the BOG being organized along these lines:
The Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, and Treasurer
are elected for 1 or 2 (staggered) year terms by ballot each
November from the entire membership. Each Grotto and
the Publications Committee, TSS, TCMA, TCRC, and TCR
is allowed to send 1 voting delegate, elected or appointed
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for a 1 year term (plus a designated alternate) to sit on the
Board. Proxies will be accepted. Each project and the TSA
Database Committee could be allowed a voting member on
the Board. All unaffiliated cavers will vote each November
for six delegates, elected at large from their own ranks.
Accountability can be thus: After nominating candidates
during the TSA Labor Day Project, nominations and
electioneering can continue through the Cavers' Reunion.
Ballots will be mailed or handed out with the TSA
Newsletter November issue.
The ballot contains several critical items. The first is a
space for name, address, and phone number. The second is
instructions to send in $5 for dues. (NOTE: These are not
really dues! The money is a service fee--we may want to
call it that--used to defray the cost of operating the TSA.
Any caver can be a member without paying anything, simply
by requesting it.) Dues are accepted per calendar year.
The third thing is a list of BOG officers for whom everyone
may vote. Fourth is a spot to declare your affiliation with a
Grotto or an organization, or as an independent caver.
Grotto affiliation is a declared status and does not
necessarily mean that Grotto dues have been paid by that
caver. The fifth is the list of nominees for the six
independent caver delegates. Grotto affiliation precludes
voting as an Independent, but a Grotto affiliated caver may
be elected as an Independent Delegate. Grottos are free to
elect or appoint their delegate in any way they choose; they
are seated for the calendar year subject to written
confirmation of the Grotto Chairman. Regular BOG
meetings will be held in January, in April or May at the
TSA Convention, and in October at the Cavers' Reunion.
Written nominations for officers and delegates will be
accepted at large from the Labor Day Project until TCR.
Officers
Briefly, the Chairman will conduct business meetings
according to standard parliamentary procedure, produce an
announcement and a tentative agenda to be mailed in the
TSA Newsletter in the month preceding the meeting, and
actively ride herd over all committees to make sure they are
doing something.
The Vice-Chairman conducts business meetings in the
absence of the Chairman and is responsible for scheduling
and seeing that the TSA Convention and Labor Day Project
are organized and announced in the TSA Newsletter three
months before the date.
The Secretary keeps minutes of meetings and publishes
them in the next available Texas Caver, takes care of any
official correspondence, deals directly with the NSS in the
TSA's position as the Texas Region, and as an ex-officio
member of the TSA Database Committee, provides new
member and address change information from the NSS
Monthly Mailing.
The Treasurer accepts dues and other receipts, pays
bills as approved or authorized by the Board, keeps
appropriate financial records, acts as an ex-officio member
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of the TSA Database Committee by providing dues paid
member information as it becomes available, and as an ex
officio member of the TSA Publications Committee, helps
with subscription and budgetary matters.
The NSS
The National Speleological Society is the only national
It is, in fact, an international
caving organization.
membership society and the largest group of cavers in the
world. It was formed in 1941 in Washington, DC, for
essentially the same reasons as the TSA. The TSA
represents, both geographically and politically, the Texas
Region in the overall national scheme of the NSS. Grottos
and the TSA are chartered by the NSS. The NSS News is
the monthly publication by which the NSS communicates
The Monthly Mailing is NSS
with its members.
administrative information sent to Grottos and Regions.
Cavers are strongly encouraged to join the NSS.
Summary
I have tried to show how aU of these various entities are
a part of what the TSA is and that the TSA is not just a
Board of Directors or a group of magazine subscribers.
What I have touched on but not indicated completely is
how aU of these entities work together. That idea is
illustrated to excess, I hope, in the accompanying drawing.
If that doesn't work for you, suffice it to say that a kid sees
a Texas Caver T-shirt on a guy and follows him to a Grotto
meeting, where he joins the next trip to Powell's Cave,
learns to map, writes a report for The Texas Caver that is
picked up by the TSS and sent out to a girl in high school
doing a report on caves. In the TC she reads about the
TSA Newsletter in which she orders and, sees the
announcement for the Cavers' Reunion. At the TCR, she
meets a group of cavers from another grotto, who two
weeks later are coincidentally at Colorado Bend with the
grotto of the guy in the Texas Caver shirt. She runs into
the kid who wrote the original article on Powell's, and they
wander off into Gorman Cave, their light beams meeting
and joining in a subterranean ballet, brightening their way,
their lives, and their veritable pursuit of caving happiness,
all because in 1956 a group of Texas spelunkers thought it
would be a good idea for cavers to communicate.

Editor's note: For those who are interested, the TSA
constitution was printed in the December 1991 issue of The
Texas Caver. This is the official document which created
the TSA, states its purpose and governs its operation.
Officers are mentioned with a brief statement of their
general duties. If you do not have a copy of this issue, back
issues are available from the secretary of the TSA. Write
The Texas Caver, P.O. Box 8026, Austin, Texas 78713 to
order this or other back issues.
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Karst Noles, #1
The Barton &prin8s &alamander
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Barton Springs is the symbol of environmental protection
in the Austin area, a sacred shrine that evokes an almost
religious reverence. And now, almost as if by magic,
environmentalists have conjured up an inhabitant of the
'pristine' waters, a cute vertebrate that makes a wonderful Tshirt logo, and which is soon to be, if all goes well, an
endangered species. This new salamander species is probably
the vertebrate with the smallest range on the planet. So far
as is now known, the species lives only in and between the
several spring basins that form Barton Springs.
This animal did not just appear recently - it has been
known for decades. Floyd Potter and Brice Brown, biologists
interested in salamanders in the 1960s, regarded the
salamanders in Barton's Springs as a distinct species, and
when I was working for Dr. Robert Mitchell of Texas Tech
University in the 1970s, I made several collections of
salamanders from Barton Springs, since he hoped to describe
the species. However, Dr. Mitchell was especially interested
in the more cave-adapted species, and the Barton Springs
Salamander was put aside.
Even though it was an
undescribed vertebrate at the doorstep of a major university,
it was not studied, probably because several of the similar
springs and cave populations that had been described were
in a state of taxonomic confusion.
Then Sam Sweet came to Texas, who with prodigious
energy attacked the problem of the genetic relations between
the numerous salamander populations across the Texas Hill
Country. He concluded in 1978 that the Barton Springs
Salamander was, in all likelihood, a distinct species. But by
this time, taxonomy was not, sadly enough, exactly at the
cutting edge of modern biology, so it was 15 years before the
species was described by biologists who wanted problems for
their new molecular techniques and so found the genetic
relationships among Hill Country salamanders an ideal and
locally available problem.
Now the Barton Springs Salamander is making up for
lost time and is finally having an impact. Environmentalists
hope that the salamander will be listed as an endangered
species and thus force the federal government to control
development on the recharge zone; developers remind the
public that swimming would not be allowed in an endangered
species habitat. This is a species whose time has arrived.
This new species bears the scientific name of Eurycea
sosorum, named in honor of the citizens of Austin and their
efforts to protect Barton Springs through the SOS (Save Our
Springs) Ordinance. This salamander, commonly known as
Barton Springs Salamander, offers a real challenge to Texas
cavers. An essential part of the ongoing process of listing
the salamander as a federally-protected species is the
determination of the area inhabited by the species. So far,
50

all the specimens have been collected from the various
springs that collectively form Barton Springs, but they
obviously live in, or at least can swim through, the
interconnections between the springs.
When the cement-lined Eliza Spring basin behind the
concession stand is cleaned of vegetation, for instance, no
salamanders can be found, but as soon as vegetation returns,
salamanders reinhabit the basin. When I was collecting 20
years ago, the best method was to shovel whatever organic
material had collected in the spring basin up onto the cement
steps and sort through it for salamanders. If the basin just
had a single layer of leaves, there would be one or two
salamanders, but if vegetation had been allowed to grow,
there would be three or four. I didn't feel bad about
collecting in this, because as soon as the park department got
around to it, they would clean out the basin again. There
appears to be a readily available population of salamanders
in the spring conduits.
Paul Chippendale, Andrew H. Price, and David M. Hillis
(1993) noted in their description of the Barton Creek
Salamander (Herpetologica, 49(2), 1993 248-259) that this
species has reduced eyes and longer legs compared with
other spring salamanders and conclude: "We suspect that E.
sosorum is predominantly a surface dweller that is able to
live underground." A decade earlier, Sam Sweet had
regarded the Barton Creek Salamander as intermediate
between the surface-dwelling salamanders and the cavedwellers, and even felt they might have a primarily
subterranean habitat.
Among those interested in cave biology, the range of E.
sosorum has aroused widespread interest. Most persons
familiar with cave salamanders would agree that they would
not be surprised to find the Barton Springs Salamander living
in the far reaches of the Barton Springs Aquifer, but there is
no indication that this species, or any salamander species,
actually inhabit the aquifer. Dr. William Elliott (1992)
commented to the Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer
Conservation District (in a report on Antioch Cave, a major
recharge feature in the bed of Onion Creek 14 miles
southsouthwest from Barton Springs) that: "The cave
recharges to the Barton Springs Segment of the Edwards
Aquifer and if exploration can be pursued to the water table,
it may be possible to find ground water species in the cave
system, such as blind amphipods, isopods, snails and even the
Barton Springs salamander (Eurycea new species)."
In smaller aquifers, salamanders of the genus Eurycea
are able to follow the groundwater conduits that feed the
springs and to inhabit caves considerably distant from the
nearest spring. Andy Grubbs reports Eurycea in Grapevine
Cave in Hays County; there are also Eurycea in T Cave in
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Blanco County, indicating that normal spring salamanders
can inhabit the relatively distant reaches of these aquifers.
However, these caves appear to be part of much simpler
aquifers, like many aquifers in the Glen Rose Limestone,
which are essentially a series of sinkhole drains that form a
dendritic network of floodwater conduits flowing to a nearby
spring. There is considerable organic material throughout
these systems, whereas much of the water that flows from
Barton Springs comes from a deep interconnected system of
caves and conduits that has little organic material. Spring
salamanders would find it difficult to survive in these areas.
The obvious way to solve the problem of what lives in
the Barton Springs 'pool' of the Edwards Aquifer is to search
the Edwards Outcrop for caves that extend down to the
aquifer, an endeavor which has been underway for years, but
needs more urgent attention. The Travis County Room in
Whirlpool Cave, for example, was discovered after an
impassioned plea by Sam Sweet that the Aquifer should be
reached. The airflow in Whirlpool and several nearby caves
should be followed to find routes to the aquifer. Further
south in Hays County, there has been less hard exploration,
and while the caves, so far, are not as large, the aquifer isn't
as deep.
Another project that should be seriously considered is
the construction of additional salamander habitat along the
banks of Barton Creek just downstream from the Barton
Springs swimming pool. There "hanging gardens" could be
shallow pools up to several hundred feet long, with two or
more levels if needed, and water from the swimming pool
could be channeled through them, providing extensive, ideal
salamander habitat. The spring water is not used up in the
pool; there could be more habitat than in the original,
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Indications that E. sosorum inhabits the Bartons Springs
Aquifer:

•

Adapted to the underground environment-long legs and
reduced eyes.

•

Other species of Eurycea inhabit cave streams and pools
a considerable distance away from surface springs.

•

All that empty habitat would be an irrestible attraction .

Reasons to think E. sosorum doesn't inhabit the Barton
Springs Aquifer:
•

Essentially a spring salamander with eyes and pigment,
it would not flourish in the low-energy environment
formed by the deep water-filled openings of the aquifer.

•

A large and geologically old aquifer should have a highly
adapted top predator without eyes and pigment.

•

The Barton Springs Aquifer isn't that isolated, and
without a highly adapted, locally established species, the
San Marcos Blind Salamander would move north.

us Deep Caving Team 1994

bJ CJ:::,on !Bww.iatd,
Prologue

The '94 expedition to Sistema Huautla broke several
records. The depth, now 1475 meters, brought the system to
fifth place in Courbon's Atlas Des Grands Gouffres Du
Monde. More importantly, the death of Ian Michael Rolland
on the other side of Sump I brought a profound heartache
which will haunt the team members for the rest of their lives.
The new depth record was not worth Ian's death.
The idea for this expedition to Huautla began after the
1984 expedition in which Bill Stone did the reconnaissance
dive into Sump I at the bottom of Sotano de San Agustin.
This sump is 886 meters below the impressive San Agustin
entrance to Sistema Huautla found in 1966 by Austin cavers.
There are now ten entrances to this complex system high
in the Mazatec karst. The highest entrance, Nita Nanta, was
connected in 1987 and is 1353 meters above Sump I. The
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unaltered-by-humans, springs; and it would be somewhat
protected from flood scouring. If such an arrangement
appears "not natural," remember that the entire Barton
Creek Basin is no longer "natural" - humans will decide what
species survive, and sins of omission can be as damaging as
sins commissioned by and developer.
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intermediate entrances were connected to the San Agustin
system during extensive and expensive expeditions lead by
top-notch speleologists Bill Steele and Mark Minton.
Bill accepted the gauntlet to push Sump I. He spent
years and years worth of effort and trials. It took roughly
$350,000 in equipment and cash to get the expedition to
Huautla. Outside magazine published two pre-trip reports.
National Geographic, Life, Wired, the Washington Post and the
New York Times each plan a post-trip report if the expedition
meets their respective criteria. Years were required to write
enough grants to get fifty-three sponsors to donate gear and
money to the cause. To the best of my knowledge this is the
biggest private speleological expedition ever fielded.
Anywhere.
Ten years ago Bill Stone designed the first rebreather.
The company Cis-Lunar was born to facilitate development
of the rebreather. 1994 found Cis-Lunar with the fourth
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model, the Mark IV. This advanced closed-drcuit rig wastes
no oxygen. A single fill-up allows a diver to stay underwater
much lo nger than a similar volume of gas used in opencircuit cave diving gear. Computer controlled adjustment of
the helium and oxygen mixture.
Very high-tech.
Ridiculously expensive. The specialized cave divers who
became rebreather certified all know how high-tech and
experimental the rigs realJy are.

had helped stock the cave for the push phase. At one point
there were 30 hard-core cavers around the surface camp. It
wouldn't have gotten done without the help of all those fine
cavers. The cave had been physically challenging; the
USDCT cavers had refined their muscle tone and blood
chemistry. The emotionally demanding phase was about to
begin: exploration.
lan's Push

Beginning

Most of the team assembled at Stone's home in
Maryland during January to begin packing. Mid-February
they were in Florida for four days for another rebreather
checkout. February 26th all of us left Janet and Bill Steele's
ho me in San Antonio . The night of March 2nd we unloaded
seven thousand pounds of gear and twelve people into the
four buildings just rented in the community of San Agustin.
It hadn't been an easy drive down. As the trip progressed,
schedules became worse.
The next couple of weeks the rigging of Sotano de San
Agustin was led by Jim Smith. He was the only one here
who had been down the new route called April Fools'
Passage. I began rigging the fiber optic cable starting from
cine of the bunkhouses. Ian Rolland began building tables
and benches for the kitchen and equipment rooms with
plywood we had brought. Barbara Am Ende continued
o rga ni zing food. Jim Brown dug a latrine 1Y2 meters deep.
Noel Sloan set up medical kits. Bill Farr set up a battery
recharging station on the table with the fiber optic talkset.
Steve Porter helped rig. Kenny Broad did too. The advance
cameraman fo r a PBS film, Jim, worried a lot. Finally, a
phone call to California let him know that the film had been
ca nceled. Jim left the next day.
On the last rigging trip to Camp III, March 13th, an
SMC hanger in the Upper Gorge broke on Don Coons. He
pcndulumed against the stone in the middle of the waterfall
he had just rigged past. Cracked ribs and severe bruising
forced him to spend a day at Camp III recuperating. Pat
Kambesis climbed out with Coons, who commented that he
usually prussicked fast er than he did on that third day back
to the surface.
By mid-March, Camp III had a dozen sleeping bags and
Thermarests, two rebreathers, fo ur diving platforms, dozens
of Nalgene gallons of food, assorted wet suits and a dry suit,
three stoves, dozens of propane stove bottles, survey gear, 3
cooking po ts, a bolt kit, an extensive medical kit, several
tanks of 86/14 helium/oxygen, a tank of argon for the dry
suit, tanks of pure oxygen, canisters of lithium hydroxide, a
kilometer spool of fib er optic cable, a hydroelectric
generating station, underwater flash strobes, battery chargers
to work off the hydroelectric generator and dozens of rolls of
toi let paper. Teams then went underground to establish
Camp V, the Sump Camp, at the end of the Lower Gorge at
the botto m of the cave.
Dozens of cavers from England, Scotland, Ireland,
Mexico, Switzerland, Canada, Texas and the United States
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The divers began pushing the sump. 1bree divers, Steve,
Ian and Noel, took the first push while several of us stayed
at Camp III. Assorted aborted leads. Surfacing in two deadend air pockets. Reel after reel of 250 foot dive line laid.
The first team, after three days of relentless noise, 100+
decibels pounding their ears at the Sump Camp, called it
quits. They needed a rest, more from the hellacious Camp
V than from the rigors of pushing an unknown sump at the
bottom of one of the deepest caves in the world. Only one
diver was willing to continue the push: Kenny Broad. Ian
elected to be the second diver and join Kenny at Sump
Camp.
March 26th, Kenny took the first dive. Another 250 foot
dive line laid. March 27th. Ian first and another 250 foot
and the floor was sloping up as the dive line played out.
Good Sign! Kenny took the next dive. The floor sloped up
to air-filled passage! Ian prepared for his second dive that
day.
I showed up with a tank of Heli/Ox at 1 PM that day.
Kenny told me everything he had told Ian. I was a bit
chilled, having just hauled a heavy tank of Heli/Ox from
Camp III. Sump Camp was perched on a waving platform of
nylon canvas. Ian fed me a large cup of hot Crystal Light as
he fed himself dinner off the stove tucked in the wall before
his turn to the air passage. At 2 pm I left the diving
platform to allow the two divers the space they needed to get
Ian into the rebreather he was to wear next. Once I was
back, I relayed the latest news to the folks at Camp III that
the sump had finally been broken! There was a celebration
before we hit our sleeping bags. The 99% rebreather cleaner
(ethanol) was added to Crystal Light and passed around. · We
were asleep by 10:30.
At 11:30 I was awakened by Kenny. "Get Jim up. Meet
me at Stonehenge. Ian didn't come back."
We discussed our options. Kenny was HOT to get the
second rebreather assembled right then and dive the sump to
find out what happened to Ian. Ian had said, "If I'm not back
in six hours, call the cavalry."
Kenny had become
exceedingly worried after three hours and no Ian. Beginning
at the third hour, Kenny had done all he was able to do to
begin the assembly of the second rebreather while he
sweated for Ian's return. As soon as the 360th minute had
elapsed, Kenny hauled ass for Camp III, where the cavalry
was located. Record time: 1Y2 hours. It had taken me three
& a half hours to get there with the Heli/Ox tank.
Bill, Barbara, Kenny, Jim, Rob Parker and another Brit
and I weighed the pros and cons for an hour. I was quizzed
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on the probability of Ian having such a low blood sugar that
he needed food immediately to stay alive. "No. Ian is such
an easy to control diabetic that he is not likely to become
hypoglycemic," I admitted Perhaps he only had some gear
malfunction on the other side. We left the final decision to
Stone. He said we should get some rest until 5 am then
head down. It was 00:30 when everyone pretended to go to
sleep.
A lot happened starting at 5 am on the morning of the
28th. The important event was that Ian was found dead on
the other side. During the five-day body recovery, the
members of the expedition were stressed to the max.
Everyone concentrated on getting 'the body' out.
Since mid-March we had posted a tally on the
chalkboard of the fastest and slowest times various folks had
traveled from Camp III to the entrance. Rob Parker had the
fastest time of three hours. The slowest time had been
eleven hours. Someone put Ian's name on the board with a
time of five days. Ian had set another record. It was an
appropriate spot of humor. Everyone needed a break. Most
of the expedition members went to the river where many of
the Cheve expedition members had gone to check out the
resurgences of Cueva Cheve and Sistema Huautla. I
returned to Texas for three weeks.
Return

When I arrived at Camp III the afternoon of May first
I was amazed to find Noel there instead of Barbara. "Where
are Bill and Barbara?" I immediately asked him. "They left
the Sump Camp at one today. I waited for an hour after
they had gone, just in case something went wrong, you know.
Then I came back here to Camp III."
"The folks on the surface told me that you and Bill were
going to do the camp on the other side of the sump," I
questioned Noel.
"We changed our mind," Noel replied. "If Bill and I had
been the ones to go, that left Barbara as our backup and I
didn't like that idea. It makes more sense for Bill and
Barbara to be the ones to push the far side of the sump.
Then, if they aren't back in seven days I can organize a
rescue," he coughed. Noel's head twitched. "Bill promised
me he would be back to Camp III by May seventh." Noel's
distress was apparent for the next five days. When Bill and
Barbara returned to Camp III the evening of the fifth day,
carrying the survey notes to a new depth record, Noel
stopped twitching.
During the derigging carried out while Bill and Barbara
were surveying sumps II to IX, Bill Steele and three other
cavers from Texas were there to do some sightseeing and
assist in gear hauling. Anthodite Hall is a humongous room
reminding me of the entrance chamber of Sotano de
Golondrinas. You cannot see the far wall with a Wheatlamp.
(Yet a NiteRider dive light gives a vague indication as to
where the far wall is.) The Anthodite Hall floor changes
some 30 meters. And the anthodites along the top edge are
the most spectacular in the entire system. The 40 meter
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climb to Anthodite Hall above the Camp III chamber was
easy, and with six folks to light up the hall, it was an easy
and impressive day.
About 1 am that night, Steele and Sloan had each gotten
up to take a pee. The latrine is only 60 or so meters from
the Stonehenge kitchen area, on the other side of a low
hummock in the room. They each had heard 'moaning'
noises, so they began looking around to see which one of us
was doing what. Noel discovered me in the throws of a
diabetic insulin reaction. I had given myself too much insulin
for the supper I had eaten and the exercise I had done. A
half hour later, with Steele propping me into a sitting
position and Sloan pouring sugar water down my throat, I
managed enough coordination to hold chocolate bars in my
hand while I ate them. Next morning each of us carried
another load up the Upper Gorge to the 630 meter level on
their way out of the cave.
Conclusion

There have been many people who have amassed
massive amounts of backing and support for their attempted
missions. Roald Amundsen did when he reached the South
Pole. Sir Edmund Hillary did when he reached the top of
Mount Everest. Ferdinand Magellan when his ship sailed
around the world. Bill Stone did it when he surveyed to a
new depth record in Sistema Huautla.
All these driven personalities had men die during their
mission. The men who died would all have preferred to stay
alive. I'm glad I was one of the ones who lived through this
one.

Cabanas Available in Sierra de Guatemala
In response to the burgeoning "eco-tourism" activity in the
Rancho el Cielo area, the government of Tamaulipas has
built cabins available for use by tourists. These are located
at San Jose, above G6mez Frias in the heart of the great
Sierra de Guatemala karst area. The cabanas have showers
and beds, with a total capacity of 30 persons. For more
information contact: Arq. Arturo Sepulveda, Subsecretaria de
Desarrollo Urbano y Ecologia de Gobierno del Estado, Cd.
Victoria, Tamaulipas. His home phone number is (131) 254-33.
--Peter Sprouse

Join the National Speleological Society. Regular
membership in the NSS is $25 per year. You will
receive their monthly newsletter the NSS News, and
you will become affeliated with our national caving
organization the NSS. Join now! Send your
membership fee to: National Speleological Society,
Inc., Cave Ave., Huntsville, AL 35810, Phone no.:
(205) 852-1300.
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Photo Cut Line: This cave panoramic is twelve by fifty-five
inches and almost a full 360 degree view. The cave walls
on the right and the left side of the photograph are the
same separated by the camera position. I used a tripod
to level the camera and flashbulbs for the black and white
exposure.

Widen

As you can see, each frame matches the next in
alignment, but there are slight density differences; this
slight density variation between each frame is caused by
different flash distances in each exposure and is very
difficult to overcome.
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View

by James Jasek
Most of us have stood at a scenic overlook and wished
for some simple way to capture the spectacular view on film.
If you are lucky enough to own a very wide angle lens, then
you can photograph the entire view, but the resulting
photograph never seems to convey the grand feeling of the
moment. This is because the image height produced by all
wide angle lenses are smaller then the eye sees. The human
eye has a focal length of around 80 mm and provides us with
peripheral vision at the same time. This means that we can
see about 180 degrees, but with a telephoto effect. There is
no camera lens made that can equal the human eye.
A simple but effective way to capture any grand view is
to photograph the scene in sections to form a panoramic
view. Then take the final prints and cut and paste them
together to form one continuous print. When you shoot any
panoramic picture, it is best to use your normal lens. This
way the resulting image will be larger and more like you
actually remember. The normal lens has very little edge
distortion and will enable you to match each print. All wide
angle lenses have some barrel distortion that make matching
one print to the next difficult to impossible. Since you are
shooting a series of pictures across the view to form a single
print, it is not necessary to use a wide angle lens.
There are two methods that can be used to produce a
panoramic image. One is to handhold the camera, the other
is to use a tripod. In either method, the success of the
panorama depends on keeping the camera level throughout
the exposure. Not only must the camera remain level, it
must not be pointed up or down. Your ability to cut and
paste each print together depends on how steady the camera
is held. Of course, if you are trying to produce some artistic
rendition of the subject, you are free to point the camera in
any direction.
Before you make the actual exposure, look through the
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viewfinder and pan the camera across the view. Make a
mental note of where one frame stops and the next begins.
In the actual exposure, each frame should overlap the next
by one quarter of the frame. In hand holding the camera,
use objects in the scene as a means to level the camera. An
object in the overlap section can be placed in the next frame
in the same position and height. This way, as you go from
one frame to the next, you will have a method to keep the
camera level. Use a tree, a rock, or some other object as
your guide. The method is very simple and can be used at
a moment's notice when you see something that you want to
photograph.
By using a tripod, you will be able to obtain the most
accurate results, but there are some special techniques that
make the process a bit more difficult. When the camera is
attached to the tripod and rotated across the subject, the
point of rotation must be directly under the Nodal point of
the lens rather than under the camera body. The Nodal
point is a location inside the lens near the aperture. To
accomplish this, you can build a short adapter that will move
the camera back to the center of the tripod. If a slight
mismatch of prints will not be a problem, then you can
ignore this problem.
After you set up the tripod, use a bubble level to
perfectly level the tripod. If you can remove the tripod head,
you will find it easier to level the tripod. Then replace the
level and head through a full 360 degrees. Getting the tripod
level is not easy and takes time.
Once the tripod is level, do not tilt the head up or down
to include parts of the scene that have been cut off in the
viewfinder. If you need more image, you will have to raise
or lower the tripod. Then you will need to relevel the tripod.
It is also possible to turn the camera vertical and shoot more
frames across the view.
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The actual exposure is the most important aspect of any
panorama. Don't forget, each frame must match the next in
density and color balance or you will not be able to produce
The human eye will
a continuous looking print.
automatically adjust to different areas of the scene that are
either light or dark, but the camera does not make this
adjustment. If you look very closely at the scene, you will
notice one side of the view is brighter than the other. This
is a normal effect caused by the sunlight.
The exposure of the panorama must duplicate the
lighting of the sun for a natural-looking print. If you use an
automatic camera to individually expose each frame
according to the light, then it may be impossible to match
each print. You must determine an average exposure for the
entire scene, then shoot each frame at this exposure. This
will enable you to match each frame together as each frame
will match the next in density and color balance.
The time of the day is an important factor in the lighting
fo r the panoramic photograph. The very best time to shoot
any photograph is two hours after sunrise and two hours
before sunset. These are the hours when color is at its best.
The absolute worst time for photography is in the middle of
the day when the sun is straight up. Unless you have no
other choice, never try to take a picture when the sun is
directly overhead. To provide even lighting for a panorama,
try to shoot the picture when the sun is behind you. Of
course, we can not always be choosy as there may not be the
time to wait for the best light. We often times have to shoot
when we can.
When you have the final prints, lay them out to form the
overall view. Now overlap each one so you can visualize
where to make each cut. Use a sharp razor and a metal
straight edge to cut the first print. Then cut the second print
wider then the actual match. Cut the second print in very
thin strips to make a perfect match. Work slowly and
carefully, as you don't want to make a mistake. If you do cut
too much off, they you can use a small strip, or make the
decision to have a slight mismatch at this point.
When all the prints have been cut and matched, you are
ready to mount the print. I suggest mounting the panorama
on a larger piece of board than the actual size of the print.
Once the prints are glued in place, then a mat can be cut to
frame the print.
Position the individual prints on the mounting board and
use a pencil to mark the position of each print. Use regular
white glue to paste the prints to the board. Add a small
amount of water to the glue to thin it down and use a
narrow paint brush to apply the glue to the back of each
print. Lay the print face down on newspaper and brush on
the glue. Always brush from the center out to avoid getting
glue on the edges of the print that will bleed over onto the
face of the print.
Place the print on the board in the predetermined
position and gently press it down to remove air bubbles. Any
glue that you get on the face of the print can be wiped off
with a damp cloth if you work fast. Watered down white
glue will dry very fast.
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Turn the board over and mount a sheet of any paper to
the back side of the entire board. As the glue dries, it will
shrink and cause the board to curl. Once a curl dries into
the board, it is not possible to ever flatten the print. By
mounting a sheet of paper on the back of the print, you will
cancel out the curl and the print will lay perfectly flat.
It is not necessary to limit a panoramic picture to above
ground photography, as there are good subjects found
underground. Both techniques of making a panoramic view
can be used in caves. You can easily handhold each flash
picture or mount the camera on a tripod.
The difficulty of making a panoramic view in a cave is
related to the number of complex shadows produced behind
each formation, rock or person in each frame. As each
frame is exposed from a different direction, many shadows
are created, making it very difficult to match prints. I have
found that by overlapping each frame by more than a quarter
of the frame, I am able to cut past the complex shadows.
Also, the density of each print is difficult to control due to
different flash distances in each frame. Even with these
difficulties, it is possible to produce some very interesting
panoramic cave photographs.
Not every part of a cave will make a good panoramic.
A simple wide view of a room is not a good choice of
subjects as this can be done with a wide angle lens. A more
interesting view is a 270- or 360-degree photograph of a
passage showing several different side leads, such as in a
maze cave. Panoramic views can open a new way to look at
your surroundings. Have fun.
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A Momentary Lapse of Survey
Powell's Project: Spring & Summer 1994
by George Veni
Since its reactivation in 1989, all 14 trips of the Powell's
Cave Project have focused on surveying. The first two trips
of 1994 were different. The cave's entrance is an old, 8 m
deep, dug shaft of dubious stability. Pete Strickland began
work to improve the pit during the February 1993 trip; a
rockfall during the October 1993 trip accented the need to
complete that work. Also, the project's June 1994 trip was
scheduled to include visitors from the NSS Convention, and
it would be bad form if one was flat-rocked during the
national event.
February 1994 trip

The average number of cavers on Powell's Project trips
has been 47. But since this trip promised no caving because
all efforts would be concentrated on stabilizing the entrance,
I didn't expect the usual number of cavers to show up. Doug
Allen, Pete Strickland, and I were the first to arrive on
Thursday night, 24 February 1994. Pat Geery arrived as we
got to work on Friday morning.
As the architect of the operation, Pete wanted to dig a
big, easy-access hole into the cave for three reasons. First,
the entrance should be big enough to accommodate a rescue
litter in case of a future accident. Second, we needed the
ext ra space to build concrete walls to keep washed-in dirt
and rock from filling the entrance as it had in the past.
Third, the stout walls would serve as the foundation for an
upper wall extending to the surface to fully stabilize the walls
of the entrance pit.
Phase 1 of the work was to dig out the bottom of the
shaft and enlarge the entrance crawl. We set two long
aluminum extension ladders side-by-side down the pit. Pete
had built a sled to carry two 5 gallon rubble-filled buckets
which would slide up one ladder while a cavercounterbalance would slide down the other. And I do mean
slide. At first we walked down the ladder, but the amount
of weight in the buckets allowed for a controlled descent by
placing our hands and feet on the sides of the ladder and
gliding smoothly down . Often the buckets' weight and the
friction in the pulley system required that we push our way
to the bottom in order for the buckets to reach the top.
Before we bega n to dig, we set beams across the floor of
the pit and placed sheets of plywood on top. This kept
rubble that spilled down from our digging out of the
entrance crawl. As we dug deeper, we removed the plywood
and began to enlarge the crawlway. For our own safety, and
that of future cavers, we also cleared semi-loose rocks from
along the walls of the pit. Last year a lot of dirt and rubble
had been hauled out by Pete and another crew, but large
rocks limited what they could remove. This time we were
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prepared for the boulders with a rotary hammer, drill, and
wedges to split them into small pieces. Although much of
the rock was soft and easy to break, we worked well past
dark when the ever-prepared Mr. Strickland set up a
generator and floodlights.
By the next morning more help had arrived. Peter
Baron, Craig Bittinger, Sara Dierk, Terry Holsinger, and
Alan Peery joined the digging fun. By nron we bottomed
out on top of a hard, massive boulder that sloped down into
the now 1-m-high entrance. To reach this point, we had
pulled out about 20 m 3 of rubble.
After a quick lunch we began Phase 2 -- the building of
forms for the concrete. Slower and less labor intensive than
the digging, this work involved measuring, cutting, fitting,
and securing the forms and rebar into place. We hoped to
finish Phase 2 that same day. We couldn't, but not for lack
of trying. We worked nearly 14 hours, quitting just before
midnight.
Still a bit stiff and weary on Sunday morning, we were
refreshed enough to get an early start on finishing the forms.
About noon we started Phase 3, the mixing and pouring of
concrete. At a nearby crossing of the San Saba River, Pat
filled about 20 5-gallon water cans to mix with the sand and
gravel that filled Pete's trailer. The concrete was just enough
to get the job done with the help of several bags of ReadiMix we'd brought just in case the trailer-load wasn't enough.
With Phase 3 complete, we cleaned up our mess and headed
home at 8 p.m.
June 1994 trip

About the time the NSS Convention began, Terry
Holsinger and Sara Dierk started removing the forms from
the now set concrete walls. They continued the work a week
later during the post-convention trip to the cave, with help
from Bev Shade and Chris Sobin. Future entrance work will
involve the permanent stabilization of the pit walls. Some
massive rocks will probably be dry-stacked over the concrete,
then a large-diameter pipe will be set on top to extend to the
surface. The space between the pit walls and the outside of
the pipe will be backfilled with rock and dirt. We are
currently seeking the donation of a 1.3-m-diameter by 6-mJong metal culvert. If that is not available, we'll check other
alternatives such as stackable concrete rings. We'll probably
end up using whatever will safely and effectively do the job,
while minimizing our costs. Donations from all Powell's
cavers would be greatly appreciated.
The NSS trip began with cavers arriving on Saturday, 25
June 1994. Although there were many post-convention
activities from which to choose, 23 cavers converged at
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Powell's: Doug Allen, Roger V. Bartholomew, Charles Beyer,
Leesa Blau, Mark Blau, Sara Dierk, Renee duToit, Amos
Frumkin, Nico Hauwert, Terry Holsinger, Bill and Kathy
Koerschner, James Lundy, Charles, Gloria, and Melissa Rex,
Bev Shade, Chris Sobin, Chris and Larry Southam, Christina
Vail, Susan Wall, and Wynant Wilson.
Nearly everyone enjoyed touristing through the cave.
One large local caver could not get past the tight spot just
inside the entrance (it was enlarged in February 1993 but has
rapidly filled in). Roger Bartholomew hadn't seen the cave
since he contributed to its original survey in the 1960s, and
was disappointed by all of the bat guano -- the bats had not
discovered the cave back then.
Die-hard mappers Bill and Kathy Koerschner continued
their work in the L Survey, a lower level maze below the
Witch's Cauldron area. They added about 50 m of passage
to the survey, but were forced to abort the trip when the
suspension broke away from the inside of Bill's helmet.
However, they found two pits that dropped about 6 m to
water! This is the first water found on the opposite side of
The Crevice from The Stream. Bill and Kathy were not
prepared to descend the drops, but plan to check these and
many other L Survey leads on their next trip.

to the book's interest to American readers who may be tired
of reading about the same old species of North American
bats.
The book is a coffee-table book for adult general
readers, although some of the material does get a bit
technical, about, say, to ScientifiC American level. The
numerous color photos are generally excellent; it was no
surprise to look in the acknowledgements in the back and
find that many of them are by Merlin Tuttle. The
photographs are coated with varnish so thickly that they
appear to be glossy prints. (In fact, they are so glossy that
facing pages of photographs tend to cling together, but that
isn't as annoying as the sticker on the cover assuring the
buyer that the clinging is due to static electricity and won't
last. I had to use paint thinner to get the sticker off the
cover.) There are also many very nice drawings that are both
artistic and informative.
This new book is about tied with Brock Fenton's Bats
(1992) as a nice introduction to bats. The World of Bats is
considerably better illustrated and somewhat cheaper, but
Fenton's book has more specifics on North American bats.
--Bill Mixon

Caves and Cave Life. Philip Chapman. Harper
Collins, London; 1993. 224 pages softbound. £12.99.

Summary

Very little survey was tallied for the first two trips of
1994, but important work was still accomplished. We showed
off this fine cave to the NSS, found new and intriguing leads,
and made substantial progress toward a safe and stable
entrance that will last for years. Future trips will return to
normal with more surveying and digging open leads, but lots
of help will still be needed to finish the entrance work. If
you wish to help with these efforts, remember that the
Powell's Cave Project is scheduled each year for the 4th
weekends of February, June, and October. All skill levels
For more information, contact Terry
are welcome.
Holsinger, 1007A Milford Way, Austin, Texas 78745, 512443-4241.
The World of Bats, The Flying Goblins of the Night.
Klaus Richarz and Alfred Limbrunner. T.F.H.
Publications, Neptune City, New Jersey; 1993. 192
pp. hardbound. $35.

There seem to be about as many new books on bats as
on caves these days, and this is a nice one. It is an English
translation from a 1992 German original, and the emphasis
is on European bats. The sections on specific types of bats
discuss European species individually, and other bats only at
the family level. However, the bulk of the book is about bats
in general, with the usual assortment of sections on
reproduction, feeding behavior, and so on. Here there is
little regional bias, with due attention given to the full
diversity of bats, including tropical species, flying foxes, and
so on. In the discussions of temperate-zone, insect-eating
bats, the examples tend to be European, but this only adds
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Cave geology seems to generate a steady stream of
monographs, but there is no similar stream of books about
the general field of cave biology. Dave Culver's Cave Life
(1982) is really narrowly focused on the evolution of
troglobites. Vandel's Biospe/eology is almost thirty years old.
Perhaps the impressive 680 page National History of
Biospe/eology, just received from Spain, will fill the bill, but
this nice little book of Chapman's is also a useful
contribution, and only partly because of a dearth of others.
While Caves and Cave Life is concerned mostly with the
biology of caves in the United Kingdom, it does serve nicely
as a semi-technical introduction to the subject of cave biology
more generally. In fact, the relative scarcity of true
troglobitic communities in the UK has encouraged the author
to present a wide survey that includes such things as the
communities in the twilight zones of caves and the
communities of critters that live in cracks and pores in rocks
and soil and are often considered cave animals only because
that's where they are most often seen. The American reader
will soak up a good bit of information of general application,
since Chapman is familiar with and up to date on the
biospeleological scene worldwide.
Other reviews I have seen of this book give outrageous
prices. Perhaps those reviewers where sent hardbound
copies and are given the hardbound price. The paperback's
price translates to only about twenty dollars, and that is a
reasonable price for the book. I trust that the major United
States dealers in cave books will have it soon.
--Bill Mixon
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Speleo Digest 1993. Edited by Scott Fee. National
Speleological Society; 1994. 550 pp. softbound. $14
plus $3 postage and handling from the NSS
Bookstore, 2813 Cave Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35810

In 1976, when I produced the 1969 issue of the Speleo
Digest for the NSS, it was the first issue that used photoreduced typescript, and I bragged that its 318 pages
contained something like two times as much material as
previous issues. Well, the 1993 issue certainly eclipses that.
With 550 pages and very tightly set 9-point type, it contains
the most material so far.
The Digest, started in 1956 and published for the first
eleven years by the Pittsburgh Grotto and now published by
the National Speleological Society, seeks to reprint the best
material from local and regional caving newsletters in the
United States. Nearly 100 publications are represented in
the 1993 issue. The most important and generally the most
interesting things in the Digest are the cave descriptions and
maps. 'Ibis issue has 290 pages on caves in the United States
and 56 pages on foreign caves, with a total of over 200 cave
maps. There is also a long section of articles on caving
equipment and techniques, and there are shorter sections on
cave science, spelean history, and fiction, humor, and poetry.
Cartoons and other drawings appear throughout the issue.
A collection of Speleo Digests (mine is nearing a yard
long) is truly a library of American caves and caving. Many
earlier issues are also available from the NSS. Even though
many are cheaper than the latest years,' buying a substantial
collection at once can frighten one's pocketbook. But you
can at least start now and buy them as they come out.
--Bill Mixon

The Caves and Karst of Texas. Edited by William R.
Elliott and George Veni. National Speleological
Society; 1994. 342 pp. plus folded maps in pocket,
softbound. $20.00 plus $3 .00 shipping from NSS
Bookstore, 2813 Cave Avenue, Huntsville, AL
35810. Also for sale at Texas caving events by the
Texas Speleological Survey.
(NSS Convention
Guidebook for 1994.)

This book certainly sets a new standard for NSS
convention guidebooks. I think it's about a hundred pages
longer than any previous one. The convention guidebooks
have long since stopped, in most cases, being really useful as
caving guides, since they usually don't give the locations of
the caves described. On the other hand, they often include
a lot of caves that aren't even available to convention-goers,
and they have come to be, in many cases, the standard
references works on the caves and karst of the convention
area . This guidebook is typical in that respect and superior
judged by that standard.
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This book contains nearly 100 pages of introductory text
about the caves and karst of Texas, and that includes much
more extensive information than usual about biology,
paleontology, and archaeology, as well as, of course, the
usual geology chapters. There are descriptions, generally
with maps, of over 150 Texas caves. These include many of
the longest, deepest, and best known, but also a rich
selection of caves of mainly scientific interest and some, in a
chapter on unusual Texas caves and karst, that are mainly
interesting curiosities, such as Estelline Salt Spring, home of
barnacles and salt-water crabs and also 500 miles from the
sea. Convention-specific information includes sections on the
areas in northern Mexico where post-convention field trips
were planned and road logs and explanatory text for Sunday
"Waltz Across Texas" trips. An appendix lists the 100 longest
and 50 deepest caves in Texas, according to the Texas
Speleological Survey files.
An appendix listing the
troglobites of Texas promised in the biology section is
nowhere to be found, reflecting a last-minute rush to the
printer, but generally the book is very nicely produced. It is
illustrated with over 100 photographs, as well as the maps
and other drawings.
One still sees the guidebook for the 1978 NSS
convention in Texas for sale here and there. Its back cover
had a photograph of the same scene, the formations in
Kickapoo Cavern, that is on the front cover of the 1994
book. Don't count on the supply of The Caves and Karst of
Texas lasting 16 years. It's a great deal; grab one now.
--Bill Mixon

OOOPS ... COMPUTER FAILURE

After the Texas Caver Reunion last year and
the names of the Texas Caver subscription
renewals were entered into the computer, Cathy
Winfrey's hard disk failed and deleted all of the
new data. This was recently discovered when
people weren't getting their Caver! Robin Day has
reentered all OTR data and is sending out the
March 1994 issues for those names deleted. If
you don't receive your issue and you paid your
TSA dues at OTR, please call and leave your
name and address on my phone: (512) 416-9201.
Thanks for your understanding.
Robin
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Histoplasmosis at Emerald Sink
by David Locklear
Introduction

There is a cave near Langtry, Texas, called Emerald
Sink. I made my first trip to the cave ten years ago, and
since that time, I have taken about ten different groups to
the cave. My most recent trip was during the 1994 NSS
Convention. This trip report describes what happened
Trip Preparation

The ranch that the cave is on is owned by a redneck who
lives in Del Rio. He acquired the land about four years ago,
and at first let us go caving in his caves. He quickly grew
tired of cavers and decided he should get some financial
compensation. Hence, for about three years, no trips have
been made to the cave. During the year before the NSS
Convention, I made two trips to Del Rio to discuss the
Convention with him. He said that he would let us go in his
caves during the convention at a discount, if I would do a
bunch of paperwork. I was unable to get around to this in
time for the convention. However, on the third day of the
convention, I made another trip to his office. I gave him a
copy of the NSS Guidebook and told him about our
convention. He said that he saw an article in the Del Rio
Newspaper about the convention. It was this article that
changed things, and I would like to personally thank whoever
was responsible. He agreed to let us go in his caves for free
fo r the remainder of the convention.
I returned to the convention and spread the news as
quickly as possible. Unfortunately, everyone had already
ma de plans or was unable to go. I eventually rounded up
enough people for trips on Friday and Saturday.

dangerous. The other caver with me, Doug Strait, did not
seem as concerned. He had been around bad air before, so
he bopped the pit. He came right back up and said that the
air in the bottom was not any worse than in the crawlway.
So I got on rope and went down. He quickly followed.
Beyond the second drop is walking passage through a
phreatic tube for about 100', which then drops down two free
climbable 10' drops. At this point you have reached the
bottom of the cave. There is a pool of water that appears to
be at least 15' deep, but there was so much bat urine flowing
down the passage that you would not want to jump in. If the
air had been better and the water clean, I would have loved
to get wet, because as I mentioned before, I was sweating
like a dog.
The climb out of the second drop was one of my most
miserable caving experiences. There was so much weturine-infested-guano on the walls of the pit, that I was
covered from head-to-toe in it. I had this really fancy
climbing system, but it sucked. I had a new Gibbs and foot
harness on my lower foot. This works fantastic on long free
drops, but on 40' drops where you are up against the wall,
with wet guano in your face, it is useless.
We left the cave Saturday night and headed for the
famous stock tank on the hill. This is one of my favorite
places. You can see a million stars at night when swimming
in that stock tank, and it always brings back memories.
Watch out for rattlesnakes at night here. There is usually
one curled up beside the step stone. Doug picked ours up
with a stick and placed him down the road.
All in all, everyone had a good time caving and many
new friends were made.
The Aftermath

The Trip

The Friday trip consisted of about 15 people. Eleven of
us went down the 140' pit. Three of us crawled towards the
next pit, but the rest put on their gear and headed out. We
had to hurry to make it to the NSS Banquet. I left the pit
rigged for the Saturday trip.
Saturday morning, everybody was going home and the
trip appeared to fall apart. Fortunately, I was able to find
two people to go. Two of us made it to the second pit and
rigged it. The third person was having a very difficult time
breathing. The air in the crawlway was bad, but it was worse
at the top of the pit. At least a thousand bats were roosting
abo ut five feet away from us and about 3 inches above our
head. There were so many bats flying that they created a
comfortable breeze near the pit which kept us cool. (The
temperature here is quite warm; I was wearing only bathing
trunks and was sweating like a dog.) I wanted to do the 40'
pit, but the air was so bad at the top that it seemed too
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Two weeks later, I woke up one morning feeling ill.
had 101 degree fever and started coughing. I called some
caver friends of mine and asked them what they knew of
Histoplasmosis. The fever went away a day later and the
coughing became worse. A few days later, I received a call
from a friend who had heard that one of the people that I
went caving with had the same symptoms.
I started calling the cavers who accompanied me into
the cave. Many of them were sick with similar symptoms.
About two weeks later, one was diagnosed with
Histoplasmosis. Meanwhile, my coughs became extremely
bad, and I coughed up tons of really gross stuff. I decided
to wait it out and not go to the doctor. One morning I woke
up and was extremely sick. I called a Pulmonologist at the
famous Baylor College of Medicine in the Houston Medical
Center and told them that it was an emergency and that I
needed to be seen that day. A couple of hours later, I was
in his office. I told him that I had been very sick for three
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weeks. He looked at my chest x-rays, which blew his mind.
My chest looked like I bad been shot with a shotgun. The
doctor was so excited, you would have thought be won the
lottery. Well, be bad the medicine I needed at his office and
It is called
gave me enough to last three weeks.
"ltraconazole."
After about a week of taking the medicine, my coughs
started to quieten and become less frequent, and after about
three weeks I appeared to be well; however, I still cough up
pflegbm about 10 times a day. I finally received my medical
bi!J - nearly 500 dollars. A few days ago, my test results
came in and I was negative.

(Editor's note: If you do cut the Cyalume open, the juice
will have glass fragments mixed with it from the broken
ampoule which contained the hydrogen peroxide which started
the reaction. Care should be taken not to get cut with this glass
or get it in your eyes.)

Trip Reports
John Thomas Cave
Visited by:

Keith Heuss, Pat Geery, Carolyn Siegert,
and Pat Copeland

Reported by:

Pat Copeland

Summary

In conclusion, adding up all my expenses associated with
this caving trip; and dividing by how much fun I bad being
sick, I have to say that I probably wouldn't do it again. Only
two of the six sick cavers on the trip were officially diagnosed
with Histoplasmosis. The others turned up negative.

What is in a Cyalume?
by Mark Minton
Basically, the plastic tube contains a solution of an aryl
oxalate aster and a fluorescent dye. The glass ampoule
inside contains weak ( <0.5%) solution of hydrogen peroxide
in an organic solvent. When the ampoule is broken and the
contents mix, slow perhydrolysis of the oxalate occurs. This
generates an unstable intermediate dioxetanedione, which
decomposes to give two molecules of carbon dioxide. Here's
where the trick is. The C02 is formed in an excited state,
and when it relaxes to the ground state it gives off light
rather than beat (the decomposition is not thermally
allowed). The light is not visible, however, so a fluorescent
dye is present to absorb the light and re-emit it in the visible
range. Many dyes may be used - thus the different colors
available. (Although all the colors are not due to different
dyes. A few years ago we cut open a red cyalume only to
discover an ordinary green one inside a red plastic case!).
Many common (to cavers) dyes may be used, like fluorescein
and rhodamine.
The contents are supposed to be very safe, even to
ingestion. Contact with the skin or even eyes is not
dangerous. The only caveat I have along those lines is that
several years back we poured Cyalume juice on our white
German shepherd for a nifty nighttime effect, and for several
months thereafter she bad a bad skin problem and hair loss.
Personally I don't think they're related, but we'll never know.
Also, upon exposure to air, the life of the luminescent
reaction is drastically reduced, so you don't get as much of
a show if you cut the tubes open. On the other band,
pouring the juice down a huge pit (like Guaguas in Mexico)
at night gives a spectacular effect.
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Valentine's Day, Feb. 14, 1993

I drove to Brady, took a road East and met Keith, Pat ,
and Carolyn at a small little community about nine-thirty.
Keith led the way to the rancher's house where we all signed
a release. The owner was really nice, and since he had hurt
his back his nephew took us to the cave.
We found the cave entrance along with two others but
we chose the crevice that was one and a half foot wide, six
feet long and was ten to fifteen feet deep, but it was
climbable. Pat Geery checked it out first, then he came up
top with the guys. I had brought another hard hat for the
future owner, but he declined after looking at the entrance
covered with green moss and beautiful ferns growing all over
the rock.
Carolyn and I went on down and waited on the others,
but after a little while we decided to do some checking and
exploring. After the drop we went into a small room that
bad several different passages. We elected to take the left
passage that led to another room about ten by ten and bad
a beautiful six foot high flowstone that looked like it was
made out of diamonds. We just sat and looked at it as it
glistened in our light. Hope my picture of it turns out so
everyone can see bow pretty it is.
From this room we went into some large breakdown and
a large room that led up to another entrance. It had several
formations and was very wet and nice. We left some
reflectors for the guys so they could find which way we went.
After checking, I found another crawlway that went into a
large room. While waiting on the others I was looking
around and found a hole that went down, but I looked to my
left and there was a large porcupine hiding under a ledge.
I thought to myself that I had better look around and see
what else was in this room with me. Sure enough there was
another very large porcupine hiding near the wall in a small
bole along with tow bats sleeping on the walls. By this time
Pat G. had found us. In the middle of this room were large
deposits of bat guano. Pat G. found a good flat location for
Keith's locator and hooked the batteries up, then we went
down the slot and found it to be a muddy crawlway. I had
to go back and unhook the batteries for Keith's locator, then
made my way back to Pat G. and Carolyn. He was finding
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passage, but it was mostly crawling. We soon came to a drop
about six feet with lots of mud that I called the Mud Room.
From there he crawled into very small passage where he
moved a few rocks that made it easier for us to get through.
Keith joined us just as he begin the crawl through Pat's
Crawl. Once through, it opened into a large round room
about fifteen feet high and at least twenty feet wide with
water dripping on the mud flowstone in the middle of the
room. It had been full of water because we could see signs
of mud on the walls. There had to be a hole where the
water went, and we began looking for it. We found it, but it
was too small to get into. After further checking we found
another hole to crawl out of, and it was back in the mud
crawlway. We had made a loop! It was decided that we
should go back and check out another passage.
Pat G. checked out another passage and said 'it goes'
(the magic words to a caver). I followed him into a small
crawl and in places so small that I had to take off my hardhat, but I wanted to see what was ahead. Now I know what
people have meant by the cave stripping your clothes. After
several feet of tight crawling, my pants were slowly exposing
my underclothes, and my knee pads were also slipping down
to my ankle. Finally I got to a spot where I could lay on my
back and pull them up. This was a fresh cave! Never again
will I wear elastic waist pants into a cave. Finally Pat G.
went as far as he could because it was too small for him, but
he could see large passage ahead. We made it back to the
main room and Pat G. headed out the entrance we came
down, but I had left my backpack near the other entrance
room, so I told him I would go back and get my pack and
see where this entrance led me.
I found my pack and checked the large breakdown room
out, then made my way up to daylight. The hole was smaller
than the other, but there were rocks leading up to it. I could
see lots of green. Just as I was sticking my head and
shoulders up I felt something like someone or something
laying an arm on my shoulder, I quickly turned my head to
see a limb about an inch around hanging from a near by
small tree. After gaining my composure, I finished getting
out of the hole.
Bob Bluntzer, with the Water Development Board, was
talking with Keith, Pat G., Carolyn, and Tim. Keith had put
a pile of rocks where the indicator was located underground.
I su re would like to have one of those handy gadgets. After
visiting and talking, it began to rain and Pat G. and Carolyn
had to get back to Austin.
Bob took Tim and me to see another cave, but it wasn't
really a cave. It might have been one, but it was filled in
with lots of leaves and dirt. Tim said he knew of some holes
that went straight down on his ranch. Maybe a possibility of
more caving!
After bidding the rancher .good-bye, I changed clothes
and headed back to Brady and home. Arrived home in time
to get the ticks off, pull out some cacti, take a shower, say
hello to my husband, and make it to church. Another great
day of caving with friends.
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Helen's Cave, San Saba County

March 14, 1993

Visited by:

Pat Copeland, Nila Dennis, Stephen Jung,
Bill Rambo, Pixie Rambo & Wes Wells

Reported by:

Wes Wells

I received a phone call Saturday from Russell Baker
about caving on Sunday. I needed a good cave. Poor
Russell got sick later on Saturday night and could not go. I
met with Scott Adair and Leland Godbee (both from the
Abilene area) and met with Pat Copeland (who needs no
introduction) in Brownwood. To my surprise, Dave and
Barbie McLung from Ft. Worth were staying with Pat. Dave
and Barb came with one of their friends they met in
England, Andy Tyler, with whom they caved when they went
overseas this last year.
From there we continued to San Saba, where we met
Nila Dennis, Stephen Jung, and Bill and Pixie Rambo.
There we ventured onto the property where Pat had heard
about some leads. We met the land owner and he told
stories of mining by a man who had lived in a little buried
house he had fashioned himself with sticks and brush. Well,
Bill and Pixie at this point decided they had other leads they
were going to check on, so they took their leave. After two
hours of perusing through the bush and cactus, not a true
hole was found. There was some breakdown along the bluffs
that had some crawl through, but no real entrances. We met
back at the landowner's Casa and shared our news of nada.
I had suggested Whiteface or another known cave in the
area. Like a junkie, I needed a cave reeaaalll bad. Pat
suggested she knew another lead not too far from where we
were and she had the impression that it was a more
substantial lead than the one we were at. Everybody piled
into their respective vehicles and away we went, chasing
another rainbow. It was at this point Dave, Barbie and Andy
left to go back to Ft. Worth.
It took a while to find the property. Between the
directions received from the ranchers and the interpretations
by city folk like us, it can be real confusing. No doubt, we
found the place with a little help along the way. The land
owners were extremely helpful and nice. The rancher's wife,
Helen, hopped inside her suburban and drove to the known
cave entrance as we followed.
When we got there, we saw the nicest, prettiest pit we
had ever seen, especially after the last trudge. It measured
an 11' x 3' opening with a 41' drop. Stephen went first, since
he was the first to rig up. During his descent he checked for
bad air. At the bottom, he continued to check and gave the
all clear. It was almost a fight to see who went next. As the
next person rigged, Stephen yelled up, "It opens into a
room." Well, the blood was pumping, now. I brought up the
tail end, and as I unhooked, there was a slope that was fairly
steep that went another 30 or 40 feet into a good-sized room.
Hell, it was pretty big. We guess-timated the room to be 35
feet tall, 175 feet wide and about 130 feet long. The
problem was getting down the slope first. We dubbed the
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slope "Havoline Hill" after the oil. Slickest stuff anyone had
ever walked on or feel on, in some cases. The cave was hot
and wet from previous rains. There were hundreds of bats
clustered to the ceiling around our heads and flying about.
Of course we found the ever-popular bones of a long dead
goat who had a misfortune. Next to the skull we found the
ear tag with the landowner's name on it. We removed an
item (the tag) from the cave and gave it back to Helen.
Out of the big room, to be named at survey time, we
found another passage. I crawled through and exclaimed,
"Oh shoot!, there's another room here" (That was the
newsletter version). This room wasn't as big as the other
room; it was about half the size as the big room, with a
ceiling of about 6 feet and twice as many bats. The smell
was pretty potent. Scott and I donned our bandannas and
became, TA DA, the cave bandits. We named this room
BFR room because a portion of the ceiling, A Big Friggin
Rock (another newsletter nicety), had fallen and sealed
possibly another passage below which we could not reach at
that time and we tried. While Scott and I crawled in and out
of every hole, crevice and any other orifice around the BFR,
Scott thought he heard a hissing noise. We called this hole
"Hiss Hole," which made me feel like a proctologist. Pat and
Leland were checking out the other portions of the room.
Lo-and-behold they came across another lead that was a
crawl upward into a small, two person chamber near the
surface. The wall had a nice strip of bacon about three feet
long, and major tree roots from above.
When Scott and I finished probing the rock, we met up
with Pat and Leland. We exchanged stories and Scott and I
went to see the bacon. Scott and I climbed up into the
chamber and saw the bacon. Before we took leave, I once
more looked up into the dome region of our little chamber.
I noticed a large white spot near the top. I thought, "Man,
that sure is a Jot of mold for bat guano." At that very
moment, it moved. Peering in at me was another masked
bandit like myself, but a little more shocked and a lot more
pissed. Therefore Scott and I calmly waved, said good-bye
and made our way down- -NOT- I think we broke the land
speed slide record down a non-slick rocky surface. We
named that region "Coon Hole."
After poking our faces around every hole seen, we
backed out, making the bats a whole Jot happier. Exiting
BFR, we stumbled onto a stretch of passage that led to the
bed room. In this passage, we noticed unique holes in the
floor; three that we found were cylindrical and approximately
6 inches to 12 inches deep and 4 inches round. We aptly
named this passage 3 Par Passage.
At the far back end of the big room there appeared to
be a lead that the water from the previous week's rain had
drained into, but it was too small to crawl through. At this
time we call it Goat Passage.
After several hours of gawking and exploring, we exited
the cave. We took only pictures (except for the ear tag), and
left only foot prints. We all agree that this cave deserved an
appropriate name and the young lady who showed us the
entrance deserved the honor, Helen's Cave. Thank you,
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Helen and Tim!
To wrap up our adventure, even though we scooped
booty, we will be making a return trip in the near future for
surveying and ground walking (little or no ridges here) for
more entrance to new caves. The Abilene Area Grotto
thanks Pat Copeland for the lead and a good time. She's a
fun girl.

April3, 1993

San Saba County

Visited by:

Logan McNatt,
Copeland

Reported by:

Pat Copeland

David

Files,

&

Pat

Logan just happened to call Wednesday night, and I had
already planned to go caving somewhere, so I was thrilled to
get to go caving with Logan. David called Thursday night;
now we had our team!
David arrived at my house shortly after seven o'clock,
then we headed to our destination.
We arrived at the ranch where we met the owners as
they were leaving for town. Tim said his hired hand would
show us some holes.
First he showed us a good fissure where a Hereford Bull
had been butting heads with another bull and must have
fallen head first into the hole. It was quite rank and covered
with flies. We will save this one for the future when the
smell is not quite so bad.
Timothy led the way through the pasture over cacti,
bushes and rocks. He finally stopped near a small rise, with
wild persimmon trees around a fissure one and a half feet
wide and eight feet long. He showed David some more
holes while Logan and I checked for a snakes in the fissure.
He cautiously made his way down the chimney. The first ten
feet down was tight, then it went under the right was which
was heading South. Logan said he found the goat that left
the trail of goat pills that we had spotted while going down.
All that was left was the goat's wool and his skull. There
was a slight smell and we saw several other skulls. The
passage was small and it led down about 1200 feet. then
became too small. David joined us, he and I checked to see
if we could maybe go up the slope and find another passage
that was larger, but after several attempts over bruising
rocks, we decided it was useless and we joined Logan.
We finally exited the cave and walked around the area
looking for another hole. I think we must have walked
several miles. David found a small headstone on a grave just
out in the pasture. Inscribed on the stone was COWBOY
Faithful Horse. Can't wait to hear the story about this
tombstone.
We found an area that looked like someone had poured
concrete, then the ground collapsed under it in several
places, breaking it into large slabs. Timothy and two more
hired hands drove by and offered us a ride. We were about
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three miles from where we had started. When David gets
started walking, he can walk to the end of the Earth!
After all that walking we decided it was time to eat.
Logan's stomach seconded the motion. While sitting on the
tailgate of Little Silver (my pickup), we had spam and tuna
fish sandwiches with pineapple slices and canned fruits.
We decided to head to San Saba to meet Kevin
Ferguson, his wife and two boys, and Bill and Pixie Rambo
at 3:30.
Bill and Pixie arrived shortly after we got to the Dairy
Queen. Kevin and his family arrived about 4:00 o'clock. We
all headed to the Spring Camp where Kevin set up his popup trailer next to Bill and Pixie's. Boy! Cavers are getting
fancy!

David, Mike, and I went down the 160 feet drop. It was
like a chimney but very wet.
At the bottom we found Dan's Wine List (a register).
The room was as beautiful as I had imagined from what
everyone had told me of the cave. There were pools of
water everywhere with beautiful formations of every
description covering the ceiling, walls, and the floor. There
were many helectites, tiny soda straws, Christmas trees in the
water, and several formations that looked like Chinese
Lanterns. In places, lily pads had grown together forming a
ceiling overhead, creating swirling patterns. Finally at the
end we came upon the Guardian (a tall column with a wide
waterline shelf around its middle), guarding the famous
Shield. It was at least three feet in diameter and was
unbelievable. It was hanging suspended on the wall. This
room cannot be descnbed, for its beauty can only be
understood by standing in front of it yourself. Someone can
Madonna Cave, Guadalupe Mountains October 9, 1993 describe it to you but to really know just how beautiful it
really is, one has to see it through your own eyes!
Don Denton, Mike Huber, Mike Anderson,
Visited by:
David and I took many pictures and thoroughly enjoyed
David Files, & Pat Copeland
the room. The climb up the chimney was just as Sherrie had
Sherrie and Marta hiked down to look at described terrible. My rack in my pack hung on me several
the entrance of Cottonwood Cave.
times, and my Gibbs were not working right but after awhile
I made it up. We rested in the Big Room while David went
Reported by: Pat Copeland
up the BIG climb first. Next it was my tum. While going up
it felt like I was on a rubber band, for the rope would
A relatively long drive took us from camp to a ridgetop bounce with each step. Thank goodness for my safety (you
near Madonna where we parked. From there we hiked to were right, Belski) for it sure made life easier going up. The
the cave; the day was clear and beautiful, a perfect day. The view was just awesome going up, and I could see Mike
mountains were beautiful, but be inclined to be intimidating. Huber and Dan's light and hear them talking about halfway
A half-hour-long pleasant hike along the ridge and down up. Finally I made it up the free climb and through the
the slope. Don and David made it to the entrance first as chimney to where David was waiting. It felt good to be up
usual. I could see why the cave got its name, for just inside and to know that I finally did it!!!
Mike joined us and we made our way back to the
the huge entrance was a big formation on the side that
entrance where Madonna was waiting on us.
looked like a God guarding her cave.
David and Mike went back to help Don and Mike Huber
We entered the cave about ten-thirty. Mike Huber
found a small room with some formations that looked like with the ropes, while I waited on them at the entrance.
After about an hour I heard the others coming up. We
door knobs. After checking the room out, we made our way
through the maze, and Don and Mike secured the rope for arranged the ropes and started up the trail, which by the way
our longest descent. Mike Huber and Don were going to is straight up the mountain; and it was eleven o'clock.
We were greeted by a spectacular nighttime landscape of
survey a new lead while we went on down.
canyons
and ridges in a star-studded sky with the moon
David was the first one down the infamous drop, then I .
overhead.
The night ·was beautiful and the stars were very
was next. The first seventy feet was a chimney, then the
floor just seemed to drop out from under me, for now I bright with just a slight breeze blowing.
Mike Huber and David raced up the trail to the vehicle
found myself dangling on a small rope in the middle of a
room the size of a football field.
The chamber's in record time, while Don walked with Mike Anderson an
immenseness was everything that we had anticipated. They myself. The walk up the hill was tiring but not as bad as
say it is only 150 feet on free rappel to the bottom of this Sentinel!
It was nice to get to the car where we had something to
huge room called New Years Room. It is big enough for a
huge New Year's party. Mike Anderson came on down to drink. Mike had brought along some cokes and I had put in
join us.
some Diet Cokes. It took us one hour to drive back to camp
We checked out the room while waiting on Don, who arriving, about one-thirty. We just grabbed a brisket
was going to show us where to rig the rope that goes to the sandwich, chips and something to drink and hit the sack.
I had my sleeping bag out on a level spot and slept out
Wine Cellar.
Don came down and rigged the rope for Dean's Drop, under the stars and moon!
then went down to make sure the rope went down the right
hole.
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October 10, 1993

Visited by:

Mike Huber, Mike Anderson, Marta
Hollowell, & Pat Copeland.

Reported by:

Pat Copeland

Don and Sherrie had had enough and headed into
town, while David Files went backpacking. That left Mike
Huber, Mike Anderson, Marta Hollowell, and myself to go
to see Black Cave.
We drove most of the way, then walked down the trail
to the entrance. I never go to Black Cave that I don't
think of Slim Baxter and Tom Meador. (fo me this cave
will always make me think of these two cavers.)
This was Marta's first time in this cave. Mike Huber
wanted to try out some new camera gear that he had just
purchased, so he used us as his helpers. I took Marta into
some passages while he was setting up for some shots. I
had never noticed the huge block of gypsum near the
Carrots, for it was covered in black, but on the side, in
some holes, you can see just how white it was once.
The water seems to stay steady, for every time I come
into this cave it is at the same level. The first time was
teG years ago and many times since then. I can still see
Wayne Walker trying to stretch his way over the long
passage of black water.

After a while, we helped Mike and Mike take several
shots of the cave, then we looked at our watches and
decided we had better head out, for we had a long eighthour drive ahead of us.
We arrived back at the vehicle, changed clothes, ate a
bite, then started down the road. It is always hard to
leave the beautiful mountains of the Guads, but we will be
back to visit the caves and many friends out here in God's
Country.

Well, that about raps it up. The Texas Caver is in
need of material. We need: Trip Reports, Grotto Reports,
Cave Articles, News and such, and anything to do with
Texas Caving.- Send material in now. My next issue, the
December 1994 issue, will be a membership manual again.
This may become a regular thing each year. Texas Caver's
Reunion (fOTR) is an excellent time to make changes in
address and phone numbers. The data is entered into the
Texas Caver's!fCR computer database after this event,
just in time for the December issue. Comments -- let me
know if this is a good idea. If you have made address
changes to your last year's December issue, bring these
changes, or write in to TCR this year and tum them in to
the TSA secretary. See you there!

